
Living near the airport
Where aircraft fly



Keeping track

• We record all of the aircraft movements in and out of Bristol 
Airport using our Noise and Track-keeping System. 

• This includes the radar tracks/paths of all the flights

• The next few pages show information on flight movements 
which local residents and those potentially looking to move 
to the area may find useful. 

• In showing our movements, we have picked our busiest 
month of the year (August), to give you an idea of our peak 
activities. 



Aircraft positions and their heights
This map shows all the arrivals and departures from Bristol Airport in 

August 2016. It is colour coded to show the heights that the aircraft were at.



Aircraft numbers
This map shows you the number of flights that flew over an area during 

August 2016. Areas with less than 10 flights have no colour overlay. 



The majority of aircraft will 
continuously descend towards 

the runway.

Over 80% of aircraft carry out Continuous Descent Approaches 
(CDAs). CDAs may be quieter for some local communities 

compared to the traditional stepped approach. CDAs also use less 
fuel and produce less carbon emissions

Aircraft turn at different 
points to align with the 

centreline of the runway

At each end of our runway is 
an Instrument Landing 

System (ILS)

The ILS sends out radio 
signals that enable pilots to 

align exactly with the runway 
centreline

Aircraft are very consistent in 
their position on the final 

approach
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Aircraft arrive  in the 
Bristol area from 

different directions 
depending on their 

point of origin
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How aircraft arrive



They will then 
depart to the 

national airways They can turn after they have 
reached 3000ft

Aircraft initially depart straight 
ahead to a set distance. 

Some aircraft may be required to leave the NPRs early 
if, for instance, there is bad weather further along the 

route. These instances are logged by Air Traffic 
Control. Other aircraft turning early may be light 
aircraft that are not required to follow the NPRs
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Our Noise Preferential Routes (NPRs) cease 
when aircraft are over 4000ft
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How aircraft depart

We set departure noise limits on aircraft. These are recorded 
at two noise monitors, one in each departure direction. 
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In which direction do aircraft 
arrive and depart?
• The direction that our one runway operates in is

dependent on weather conditions, particularly wind.
Aircraft will be positioned to land and take-off into wind.

• When aircraft are arriving from the east and departing to
the west this is Runway 27. We use this direction about
70% of the time.

• When aircraft are arriving from the west and departing
to the east this is Runway 09.

• The runway names come from the compass heading
they are travelling towards( 090° or 270°).

• The next few pages show typical movements on a
summers day when each runway direction was in use



Runway 27 Arrivals



Runway 27 Departures



Runway 09 Arrivals



Runway 09 Departures


